RockSkool plays the 80’s rock music the way you remember — bringing your favorite rockin’ music
memories to life! Uniting a number of eras and styles, RockSkool provides fun and exciting Rock-n-Roll
for any event. Wild hair, bandanas, hot chicks, and spandex aside – these talented musicians perform
every variation of rock music from the 80’s that get audiences dancing and singing along. Fans will have
grins on their faces and their arms in the air!

RockSkool is entertainment for both the young and the old. Whether you are planning an entire fun day
event, a family affair, or a hot night-time party – RockSkool will bring the sound and energy of everyone’s
favorite songs to life.

This band can help your entertainment experience be a seamless and enjoyable event. Utilizing their
own sound, own equipment, and lighting – they make planning and set up a breeze for small to mid-size
venues. For events of a larger scale, professional stage services can be provided by a variety of friendly
vendors with competitive pricing.

RockSkool defnitely knows how to Rock! These fve talented and professional musicians have decades
of combined performing experience. They are experts at performing a huge catalog of songs – so the
entertainment seems to go on forever!

The group’s front-man and leader Randy Monroe, gets crowds singing, dancing, and cheering for more.
Skilled in three octaves, he is a classically trained baritone with an added tenor ability. Randy proudly
possesses a Master of Science and is an award-winning middle school science teacher and scientist. A
fan of jazz and all the subsequent styles to follow, he is vocal powerhouse with soul and an innate ability
to voice a multitude of artists. He both understands and is passionate about the geometry of music and
the science of geology; thus RockSkool! Randy is also the founder and lead vocalist for HOT FOR
TEACHER: the Van Halen Experience; formed in 1999 and an industry favorite!

Shredding guitarist Doug Ott handles the lead guitar riffs with impeccable timing and fnesse. Doug
began playing in his mid-teens after becoming a huge fan of the music of YES. He was further infuenced
by the world’s leading hard rocking guitar gods while studying his craft and passion. In 1990, Doug

founded the progressive rock act called Enchant – which has numerous studio albums and continues to
dazzle and make a lasting impact on audiences from touring with Dream Theater in late 1990’s, or as a
regular on YES Cruise Ships.

Double-duty keyboardist & rhythm guitarist David von Holder is a master of sound, programming and
performance. His skill on the keys holds RockSkool’s sonic wall in place; and his tight, melodic rhythms
on the guitar help set the tone. David is highly regarded for his intricate backing tracks and exacting
score design. He has shared his joy of music with countless students over 20 years as a music teacher.

Bassist Brooks Lundy keeps the groove rolling, the bass thumping and the back up harmonies angelic.
An accomplished professional musician ie:STUNG the well known tribute to the Police, he has been
playing and performing covers for decades on either bass or guitar; this giving him the foundation to be a
critical component in production and direction the “RockSkool” sound!

The drums are kept fresh and tight by percussionist professional John Linn. His decades of drum study
evoke each song’s stellar meter bashing vibe and combined with his backing vocals bring about an
album voicing authenticity you can hear, see and feel. From the endless list of classic tunes – RockSkool
will get you, too!

RockSkool is capable of performing any and all requested material at a competitive price. Their incredible
vocal harmonies are alone worth the price of admission! The band is based out of Northern California
and has individually – and collectively – performed in virtually every type of venue. Large events such as
outdoor festivals, fairs, stadiums, and casinos are perfect for RockSkool’s big sound and stage presence.
Whether your event is in a nightclub, winery, casino, fair, festival, concert hall, or a private party –
RockSkool is ready!

Fun, exciting, professional, and ready to Rock!
*RockSkool band mates Randy, Terry, Eddie, and formerly Jesse are also known for their dazzling
performances as HOT FOR TEACHER – The Van Halen Experience. Considered one of the music
industry’s favorite Van Halen acts, it became apparent through their annual NAMM performances. HOT
FOR TEACHER was also voted Best Tribute Band 2008 by the readers of Northern California’s East Bay
Express.
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